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Abstract
Since stroke components are the most basic structural featurea of patterns like ch.aracters or linea i n
im.ages. Prom a tiieui point of bein.g applicable to docum.en.t image understandin.g, it ia necessary to provide
a good represen.tation th.at can. express such features,
so th,at an interpretation of im.ages can be facilita.ted.
Th.is article pre,qen.ta a new tech,n.ique used for ezpressin.g bin.ary doczim.ent im.agea. The proposed technique
derieloped from the Minimum. Coverin.g Run ( M C R )
expression to extract stroke components of patterns in,
images accurately.
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Introduction

As a first step to develop a system to analyze or
recognize patterns contained in images efficiently, it is
ilnportant to provide a good base representation that
can fa~ilitat~e
the interpretation of such information.
Since structural features of basic patterns i11 document images such as characters or tables are horizontal and vertical stroke components, we propose new
expression of document image based on the Minimum
Covering Run (MCR) expression that can express well
such features of text and tabular components of an
image.
In the previous works [I]-(21, the MCR expression
derived from run representation has been proposed
to express binary images by a minimum number of
horizontal and vertical runs. I t was shown that the
MCR method should represent stroke components of
characters in a natural way since representation of
any stroke should require a minimum number of runs.
However, in the actual situation the expression cannot
perform accurately for all possible patterns in images.
Therefore, we develop a Modified MCR expression t o
solve this problem.
To utilize the resulted expression for document understanding, strokes are first partitioned into nonoverlapping and crossing parts. Then, a description of
such information is constructed. The validity of the
expression to stroke extraction as well as document

image interpretation'is shown here by experimental
results.

2

Modified MCR Expression

The MCR expression expresses binary docunlent
images by a minimum number of runs. called "covering run", both in the horizontal and vertical directions
rather than being expressed by either the horizontal
or vertical run representation. Since no runs from the
same direction cross each other and every black pixel
can be considered as a crossing point of one horizontal run and one vertical run, we have defined both
run types of images as the partite sets of a bipartite
graph. Using the correspondence between binary images and bipartite graphs, the MCR expression can be
found by constructing a minimum covering or maximum matching in the corresponding graph. As an implementation, to avoid an expensive processing time
caused by the matching algorithm, we have provided
Partial Segment Analysis (PSA) [Z] as a preprocessing
to define covering runs representing elongated components of patterns in an image beforehand. whereas the
remaining part of the image is processed further by
matching algorithm.
As characters and tables in document images have
basic structures of horizontal and vertical strokes, the
MCR method should give an insight on stroke representation of such patterns in a natural way- a horizontal stroke is usually represented by a set of adjoining horizontal covering runs while a vertical stroke is
expressed by vertical covering runs. However. since
the MCR expression does not take into consideration
what would be precisely regarded as stroke components, in the actual situation, the expression may fail
to extract strokes in cases of
1) noisy patterns: there are many irregularities on
the pattern boundaries,
2) patterns containing short strokes: a stroke intersects other ones such that non-overlapping sections of
the stroke has its length shorter than its width.
To solve the problem, we develop a new expression

Figure 1: Admissible connecting patterns for two adjoining runs
Figure 2: Strokes and their connectilig patterns
named Modified MCR expression to extract or partition strokes of patterns more accurately, and also, to
reduce the calculating time to obtain the expression.

2.1

Modified MCR Algorithm

A Modified Minimum Covering Run (Modified
MCR) expression consists of the main following procedures:
(1) Registration of horizontal and vertical
runs:
A raster scan of an input image is carried out, and representing horizontal and vertical runs are registered.
(2) Local Stroke Analysis (LSA):
By leaving the nlininlal condition for a nuniber of covering runs, this procedure developed from the Partial
Segment Analysis of the MCR expression is provided
to search for parts of patterns which have a stroke
ch.aracteristic in both horizontal and vertical directions, and appoint covering runs representing them
properly. This is described in detail in the next subsection.
(3) Maximum Matching Analysis (MMA):
T h e remaining parts of the image which have no
stroke characteristic will be processed by creating an
adjacency matrix for each connected con~ponentin
the image and constructing a maximum matching in
the matrices t h a t gives sets of remaining covering
runs. For more detail, see [I].

2.2

Local Stroke Analysis (LSA)

In order t o improve an ability to extract strokes, it
is necessary t o define first what are the essential characteristics of strokes. Based on intuitive observation,
the decision criteria for strokes can be formalized as
follows:
(a) Runs Forming Stroke Condition:
If a segment of binary pattern is formed by a group
of adjoining runs where every two adjacent horizontal
runs satisfy 9-connecting patterns of Fig.1, the segment is considered as a candidate of non-overlapping
section of stroke lying on the vertical direction. This
is evident because segments containing only the connecting patterns of Fig.1 will not change their orien-

tations to the horizontal directmion;for example. see
a segment ABCD in Fig.Z(a). This c o ~ ~ d i t ~is
i o sufn
ficient but not necessary since vertical segments in
general possibly cont,ain another type of connecting
pattern as shown by dark shaded area in Fig.2(b).
However, such anotlier connecting type will not always form only vertical strokes. It may exist in a
part of segment along the horizontal direction as well
as in a region where strokes intersect ns SIIOWI~by dark
shade in Fig.2(c).
(b) Length-Width Condition:
The most common and efficient way to determine
candidate segments mentioned above are stroke or
not, is to use the length-versus-width judgement; i.e.,
a stroke should have its length longer than or equal to
its width. In order to figure out a shape of a vertical
stroke in Fig.Z(a), overlapping areas where the stroke
gets contact with ot,l~erones should be included in a
legitimate component. As depicted in Fig.3(a), the
whole stroke being considered in this case is a segment A'B'C'D'. We define length and width of the
segment A'B'C'D' respectively as Length =
and W i d t h =
where,

SArea = Area of non-overlapping segment,
TArea = Area of the stroke being considered.
n = No. of horizontal runs in segment,
q = Maximum width of segment.
Therefore, the segment A'B'C'D' is regarded as a vertical stroke if Length 2 W i d t h , or
2 n '
From the above idea, we construct a Local Stroke
Analysis (LSA) to determine covering runs that represent vertical and horizontal stroke components as:
For any segment consisting of n adjoining horizontal runs, if connecting patterns of two horizontal runs are within the 9-admissible patterns
of Fig.1, and if
the segment is
regarded as a non-overlapping section of a vertical stroke and is properly represented by its
vertical runs.

> *.

rea = area of whole segnielit
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Figure 3: Local Stroke Analysis

For any segment consisting of m adjoining vert,ical runs, if connecting patterns of two vertical runs are within tlie 9-ad~nissible patterns,
rotated ones of Fig.1 by 90 degrees, and if
TAveo
y
> mthe segment is regarded as a
non-overlapping section of a horizontal stroke
and is represented by its horizontal runs.
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A Description of Extracted
Strokes and Its Application

Fig.4 illustrates an example of the Modified MCR
expression to show the validity of the proposed technique to stroke extraction. In F i g . 4 ( ~ )and
.
(b), an
image of a word "the" and its Modified MCR are
shown respectively. Next, segmented st,rokes are further decomposed into non-overlapping and crossing
parts, as. shown in Fig.4(c). and ( d ) . iultl every part,
are then labeled. Finally, a descriptioii of eac.11 (11011
overlapping or crossing) part containing t,he following
information is constructed:
Non-overlapping p a r t s : starting run, its run connecting sequence, crossing parts which that part gets
contact to.
C r o s s i n g p a r t s : center position, non-overlapping
parts which that part gets contact to.
To utilize this result in document image analysis,
the description may be replaced by expressing nonoverlapping strokes by a graph-like approximation as
shown in Fig.4(e). Fig.S(b) shows a co~icrett:result of
the description by expressing non-overlapping strokes
with their center lines extended to crossing poi11t.s of
the resulted expression of an inlage ill Fig.5(a). It
shows that the description lays down a Imsis for structural matching of characters and vectorizat,ion of line
drawings in the images.

4

Conclusions

A choice of document image representat,ion plays
a n important role for various types of image processing.
- In this article, we presented a new t,eclinique used
for expressing binary document image t,liat. can represent well the stroke components of pat,t,erns in image.
Based on an appropriate description of resulted expression, many applications to document image analysis such as structural matching or vectorization can
be easily performed.
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Figure 4: An example of stroke representation
( a ) A word "applications", (b) Its MCR expression,
(c) Non-overlapping part of strokes,
(d) Crossing part of strokes, (e) Thinning result
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